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Introductions

Lauren Scott is a CFI at DFC, instrument and multi-engine rated. She was trained at 
Purdue University in the Professional Pilot program. Took many years off to focus on 
raising a family, and returned to flying in 2018.

Fernando Molina is a CFI, Commercial single and multi-rated with instrument.  He 
was a Weapons Systems Officer (backseater) in F-15Es, retiring in 2014 and is 
currently a fighter flight test analyst at Nellis Air Force Base.  He provides content to 
the flying instructional YouTube channel “Learn The Finer Points” and is applying to 
become a local FAASTeam member.

Alan Zwick is an ATP, CFI, CFII, and MEI. He flew the KC-135R, T-37, T-38, and U-2 in 
the USAF from 1986-2000. He is currently a Southwest Captain based at LAS. He has 
owned a Grumman AA-1B Yankee, and a AA-5B Tiger. He joined DFC July 2020 and 
looks forward to sharing his passion for General Aviation with other members.



The State of General Aviation Safety

-Commercial aviation in the U.S. boasts a very high aviation safety 
record (only 1 fatality on an airline flight in 2018, according to Flight 
Safety Foundation at www.flightsafety.org)

-While non-commercial fixed-wing aviation safety has been rising, 
sadly our accident rates are still much higher. According to the most 
complete, recent Joseph T. Nall report for 2018, there were 1033 
accidents, including 277 fatalities.  

AOPA video overview of the latest Nall Report

http://www.flightsafety.org/
https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/all-news/2020/october/22/new-nall-report-indicates-continued-decrease-in-accident-rate


General Aviation Stats 2018





Culture of Safety

From AOPA Article: “Safety: What is a Safety Culture?” 
by AOPA Air Safety Institute Staff

“’We are what we repeatedly do’…our actions define us. While we 
may have the best intentions, if we don’t act in accordance with 
those intentions, they are for naught. This concept applies to 
everything we approach in life, and especially so in aviation, where 
as we know, the margins for error are thinner. 

“Every pilot intends to be a safe, conscientious pilot. Yet every year, 
pilots do things… that are counter to those intentions….We are what 
we repeatedly do. 

“So if we as pilots consistently act in a safe manner, we start 
creating an individual set of good practices that then carry over to 
whatever group we’re a part of. This is what becomes our safety 
culture.”



Culture of Safety (cont.)

“So for pilots, a safety culture could be…: “the set of shared 
attitudes, goals, and practices of everyday existence 
toward increased safety in aviation.”

Therefore: “What can a pilot do every day to instill a more 
safety conscious approach to our flying?”



Developing a Culture of Safety at DFC 
How do we encourage and develop a strong Culture of Safety at DFC?

-Talk about it often!
-Offer monthly safety meetings 
-Train pilots in ADM and safety/risk management in initial, ongoing training, and checkouts
-Offer safety focus of the day, emergency procedure of the day 
-Encourage, highlight and reward participation in the FAA WINGS pilot proficiency program

- Establish a “safety bulletin board” at the clubhouse to post safety-related notices
-Offer remedial training when necessary

-Safety concerns can be reported to chief CFI (Gary), BOD, or Safety Team for review and             
corrective action

-Offer a clear way to report safety issues, suggestions, or concerns
-report/check aircraft maintenance squawks in Flight Schedule Pro

safety@desertflyingclub.com

mailto:safety@desertflyingclub.com


Daily Safety Focus
EP of the day



Daily Safety Focus
Topic of the day



Daily Safety Focus
EP and Topic of the day

- Make some safety topic a part of your daily safety routine and it will soon become habit pattern
- Safety studies show that regular Safety focus in flight programs and continuation training (such as WINGS 

courses) significantly lowers accident risk

HOW IT WORKS

- EP of the day and a Topic of the day will be posted at the entrance to DFC
- Take a look at the day you are flying and discuss that topic as part of your flight brief

- Doesn’t have to be more than 5 minutes, but well worth the review
- Make it specific to your flight that day (weather, area you will be flying, aircraft, passengers, etc)

- Make it part of your daily flight briefs or assign as homework to students
- Look up the real references, if possible look it up in the POH, PHAK, AFH, etc

- AOPA and FAASafety.gov have great resources for many subjects



FAAST WINGS Program

AC 69-91J Dated :  2/16/11 outlines WINGS-Pilot Proficiency Program

-Program Purpose
-Reduce GA accidents through educational opportunities 
to assess and manage risk

- Increase pilot proficiency
- Pilots who are proficient are more confident and enjoy 

flying more.
-How WINGS Works

- Fly a WINGS flight with a CFI
- Attend a Safety Seminar (like what you are doing today!)
- Attend approved Webinar or Course (FAA, AOPA, 

NAFI, etc)
- WINGS participation counts for your flight review



How to participate in WINGS

-Go to FAA Safety Homepage: www.faasafety.gov

-Create an Account

-My Preferences and Profile

-WINGS Profile



FAA Safety Homepage:  www.faasafety.gov



My Preferences and Profile



WINGS Profile



My WINGS



WINGS Checklist



WINGS Flight Syllibus



WINGS Bottom line, What’s in it for me?

-Becoming a more confident and proficient pilot

-Credit for your flight review after completing a WINGS phase

-You will enjoy flying more and your passengers will be impressed with your new skills

-Complete one WINGS activity each month and be entered in a yearly DFC drawing for cool prizes



Safety Seminar Topic Ideas 

-Suggested topics:
Loss of a/c control
Radio comms/ procedures at towered and non-towered airports
Weather briefings
When to declare an emergency/what to expect
Developing personal minimums
Visiting fun and new locations
Preparing for check rides
Mountain flying hazards

Other ideas? Please email safety@desertflyingclub.com



Upcoming 2021 Safety Seminars 

Thank you for joining us tonight! Let’s work together to 
make 2021 our safest flying year yet!

Feb 18 – Aeronautical Decision Making
Mar 18 – Weather Briefings


